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LEOVEGAS SUBMITS FORMAL 
EU COMPLAINT ABOUT ITALIAN 
ADVERTISING BAN

Operator LeoVegas has submitted
a formal complaint to the European 
Union (EU) about the Dignity Decree.

The policy, which includes a blanket 
ban on all gambling advertising and 
sponsorships within Italy, has been 
the subject of criticism and opposition 
from the betting industry.

However, the Italian government 
has stood firm without engaging in 
any dialogue with the Dignity 
Decree’s detractors.

In an exclusive interview with 
Gambling Insider in August, LeoVegas 
Italy Managing Director Niklas Lindahl 

branded the legislation “insane” and 
described it as going against EU law.

Now, LeoVegas has taken its complaint
to the next stage, formally submitting it 
to the EU in the hope of overturning the 
policy within the next six to 12 months.

Interestingly, LeoVegas’ combined 
revenue for retail and online sports 
betting in September was €139.6m 
($161.4m), a year-on-year increase 
of 19%.

But it remains to be seen how revenue 
is affected by the Dignity Decree, with 
the advertising and sponsorship ban 
coming into effect on 1 January 2019.

Winners

losers

LeoVegas – 
Provided a 

strong presence 
at the Lisbon 

Affiliate 
Conference 
once again

UK operators 
– Will be 
forced to take 
responsibility 
for affiliate 
marketing and 
communications 
by the Gambling 
Commission’s 
new consumer 
and advertising 
LCCP conditions

RotoQL – The 
daily fantasy 

sports analytics 
provider has 

amassed a user 
base of over 

450,000, aiming 
to become an 
affiliate in the 

long term

PowerPlay.com 
– Launched its 
new gaming 
brand to 
Caribbean 
and Central 
American 
players and will 
be promoting 
online content 
via affiliates

Google – The tech giant shut 
down its social media service 

Google+ for consumers

evens

100+
Affiliate 

programs 
on show 
at LIAC1,200+

Affiliate 
attendees 
in Portugal 
during LIAC

2,500+

Affiliates 
expected to 

attend SiGMA in 
late November

2,500+
Delegates who 
attended the 

Lisbon Affiliate 
Conference (LIAC) 

in October



PASS NOTES
SINCE WHEN DID THE GAMBLING COMMISSION START PROVIDING 
WEATHER REPORTS?
The storm the Gambling Commission referred to in October was a 
metaphorical one – but that makes it no less serious for operators and 
affiliates within the UK. The point of Programme Director Ian Angus 
saying “a storm is gathering” was to emphasise the need for gambling 
companies to improve the quality of their advertising, before regulatory 
measures are forced upon them.

STORM CLOUDS... MORE LIKE HOT AIR! WHAT MEASURES COULD 
ACTUALLY BE PUT IN PLACE? 
Other countries have shown gambling advertising regulations are not 
just an empty threat. In Australia, gambling adverts during all live sports 
broadcasts between 5am and 8.30pm are prohibited. In Italy, the Dignity 
Decree has banned all forms of gambling advertising and sponsorships 
(effective from 1 January 2019). In the UK itself, the Labour party has 
discussed banning betting adverts during live sport if it gains power. 

BUT AFFILIATES DON’T HAVE TO WORRY, DO THEY? IT’S THE 
OPERATORS IN THE WRONG, NOT THEM...
While the majority of what Angus said was aimed at operators, he referred 
to one example of affiliate marketing as “some of the most appalling adverts 
I have ever seen.” Considering the fact affiliates will also be affected by any 
advertising regulation, it falls upon them to comply just as much as operators.

More on that in one of our feature articles in a few pages’ time...

movers and 
shakersGambling Commission urges companies

to avoid advertising regulation "storm"

VADIM FEDOTOV has joined 
behavioural marketing expert 
ConversionBet as its new CMO.

ANDERS BRANDT has resigned from 
the Catena Media board to focus on 

“other current and new assignments.”

The Racing Post has appointed 
GETHIN EVANS as its new Digital 

Marketing Director.

quote unquote

Kambi CEO Kristian Nylén 
gives Gambling Insider 

his thoughts on Swedish 
legislation only allowing 

one-time welcome 
bonuses and outlawing 

daily specials

“It’s not that bad for 
well-established brands, 
such as Kindred and ATG. 

It will be tougher for 
smaller brands for sure. 
For the well-established 
brands, if anything, they 
will be able to keep their 
positions with lower cost 

of sales, but we’ll see.” 

“The new sports betting 
landscape presents a 

unique opportunity for 
fan engagement utilising 

technology and data 
that are exclusive to our 

league. As a leading 
global gaming operator 

and entertainment 
company, MGM Resorts 

is the perfect partner 
for us to begin our 

transformative entry into 
this space.” 

NHL Commissioner 
Gary Bettman on its 

sponsorship agreement 
with MGM Resorts

BettorLogic CEO Andrew 
Dagnall discusses 

personalising sports 
betting with Gambling 

Insider

“What betting fails to 
do, at the moment, is 
recognise me as an 

individual at any level, 
apart from when I 

log in. It might say ‘Hi 
Andrew,’ but equally, 

and I’ve noticed in 
communications with 
me, it doesn’t identify 

with my particular 
behaviour or my 

particular preferences.” 
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the digits

Trafficology has partnered with data experts Casino City Press to provide 
insight into website and traffic trends across the gaming industry. Here is 
a breakdown of the top-ranked affiliate programs overall and by region, 
and how their positions compare with the previous quarter.
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Traffic report
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Name WebsiteRank +/-
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1
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1
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3
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Sportsbet.com.
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ProgramDetails.asp1 -
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-

16 PMU.fr Partners partners.pmu.fr

3

3

Name WebsiteRank +/-

FanDuel Partners fanduel.com/partners5 933
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Rankings are estimated using statistical data and should not be considered absolute ranking values. More than 
40 complementary top lists are available on the iGamingDirectory.com website operated by Casino City Press
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Program a�liate.olymptrade.com16

5 Sportingbet sba�liates.com17

1 bwin.party Partners bwinpartypartners.com18

3 BinPartner binpartner.com19

2 Planet Win 365 A�liates a�liates.planet
win365all.com20

Rank +/-

FXTM Partners fxtmpartners.com114

-

Name Website

- bet365 A�liates bet365a�liates.com1

- NetHive A�liate Program nethive.com2

- Sportingbet sba�liates.com3

- Betfair Partnerships a�liates.betfair.com4

IQ Option A�liate a�liate.iqoption.com5

Rivalo A�liates rivalo.com/en/
partner-program6

Inkabet A�liates a�liados.inkabet.pe1

1

1

4

2

7

PokerStars Partners pokerstarspartners.com8

eToro Partners etoropartners.com9

1 1xBET Partners 1xpartners.com10

Rank +/-

-

Name Website

Binary.com A�liate 
Program

binary.com/en/a�liate/
signup.html11

Betsson Group A�liates betssongroupa�liates.com12

XM Partners partners.xm.com1

1

13

-

-

Juega en Linea A�liados juegaenlinea.com/a�liados15

6 Best Partners bestpartners.com16

3 bwin.party Partners bwinpartypartners.com

5

17
The Plus500 A�liate 

Program 500a�liates.com18

3 betboo A�liates betbooa�liates.com19

5 Marathon Bet A�liates a�liates.marathonbet.com20

Rank +/-

Olymp Trade A�liate 
Program a�liate.olymptrade.com114

-

Name Website

- bet365 A�liates www.bet365a�liates.com1

- Marathon Bet A�liates a�liates.marathonbet.com2

- Pari-Match A�liates a�liates.parimatch.com3

- Kindred A�liates www.kindreda�liates.com4

- Betfair Partnerships a�liates.betfair.com5

- Stoiximan.gr A�liates a�liates.stoiximan.gr6

Fortuna A�liates fortuna-a�liates.com1

3

4

7

1xBET Partners 1xpartners.com8

- Favorit A�liates a�liates.favorit.com.ua9

3 eToro Partners etoropartners.com10

FDJ A�liate Program fdj.fr11

2 William Hill A�liates a�liates.williamhill.com12

Tipsport Partners tipsport.cz/partner113

-

-

-

-

PMU.fr Partners PMU.fr Partners
partners.pmu.fr15

A�liate Hub a�liatehub.skybet.com16

1 Tipico A�liate Program tipico.com/en/a�liate
-program17

1 Almor A�liates almora�liates.omarsys.com18

U-�liates u�liates.com19

bet-at-home A�liates bet-at-home.com/
en/a�liate/home20

Rank +/-

bwin.party Partners bwinpartypartners.com14

Rankings are estimated using statistical data and should not be considered absolute ranking values. More than 
40 complementary top lists are available on the iGamingDirectory.com website operated by Casino City Press



LIAC REVIEW

They say the best time to visit Lisbon is either between March and 
May or from September to October. The weather is still warm and 
hotels are cheaper – but it’s far less busy and nowhere near as hot.

That was just one factor helping the inaugural Lisbon Affiliate 
Conference become a great success for the numerous affiliates  
who flew out to Portugal last month.

Following a memorable edition in Berlin last year, the trend of 
regularly switching the Affiliate Conference’s location was continued 
for the 2018 instalment. Such was the favour in which Lisbon has been 
seen, however, next year’s dates have already been announced, and  
the conference will stay in the Portuguese capital (16-19 October 2019).

Despite the difficulty in organising the fine print of an event 
changing venue every couple of years or so, organisers were pleased 
Lisbon fulfilled its criteria, in terms of culture, entertainment  
and, most importantly, the venue itself. Exhibitors were spread  
across two conference rooms and the exhibition floor, while local 
affiliates from within the Portuguese region were also attracted 
to the four-day event.

The Lisbon Affiliate Conference kept visitors busy throughout.  
Many networking opportunities were offered pre-event and at the 
show and the organisers are already working on next year’s schedule.

Over 2,500 delegates, 1,200 affiliate attendees and 100 affiliate 
programs graced the impressive Feira Internacional de Lisboa, 
Portugal’s largest conference venue, and one-word summaries of  
their experiences ranged from “fun” to “inspiring,” with several 
choosing the word “hot.” Delegates had also seen enough at the 
Lisbon Affiliate Conference to emphasise blockchain as a key 
component of the industry over the coming year. 

Of course, there have been several gambling conventions recently, 
with G2E dominating the calendar for large parts of the betting 
sector, but attendees were still able to gain value from a Lisbon event 
that stood out for all the right reasons. One highlight was specialist 
Julia Logan’s presentation on negative SEO, while there were several 
insightful crypto-related panels. Monica Rangel, COO of Global Lottery 
Corporation, also advised affiliates to get involved in the US market as 
soon as they could, to ensure seizing long-term profits which would 
more than make up for lower initial returns.

Better Collective was one of the affiliate attendees in Lisbon and 
PR Team Lead, Philip Trampe, is pleased with the “human touch” the 
conference was able to bring to a tech-savvy industry.

He told Trafficology: "LiAC was a great place to interact with people 
from across our industry. As the PR representative for Better Collective, 
it gave me the chance to catch up with different people from the 
industry media, as well as get an overview of the future trends we  
can expect for our sector. 

"Working in a digital industry, there are constant conversations 
going on between people that rarely get the chance to meet in 
person. Events like LiAC allow us to touch base and add a human 
touch to our high-paced digital world." 

Affiliates now have SiGMA to look forward to, which takes place 
later this month, with temperatures remaining warm in Malta and 
the conference itself aiming to build on its reputation as one of the 
biggest and best shows in gaming.

For those who have already developed a longing for Lisbon, 
though, the 12-month countdown to next year’s instalment is  
already underway.

Review: Lisbon Affiliate Conference
Trafficology recaps last month’s Lisbon Affiliate Conference, which welcomed 

thousands of industry delegates
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A need to be different:   
Bonus ruling in Sweden  

forces operator distinction
Matthew Enderby examines bonus legislation in 

the newly re-regulated Swedish market

The re-regulation of Swedish gaming law is set to take  
effect in the New Year and shake the market. Neighbours 
Norway and Finland are moving in the opposite direction  
and strengthening their state- run monopolies, but Sweden’s 
new legislation will open the industry for private, online 
operators. Up until this point, only state-operated Svenksa 
Spel was permitted to operate in the country. 

Highlighting the importance of this shift, Lotteriinspektionen, 
the Swedish gaming authority, said one of the main objectives 
was to “channel” 90% of the unregulated market. 

It said: “This will create better opportunities for controlling 
the market and establishing a higher level of consumer 

sWEDEN SIGH-UPS

protection, while gambling companies without licenses  
can be excluded.”

The regulator reported estimates of SEK 6.5bn ($710m)  
in annual tax could be generated from the opened market. 

While this does appear to be a positive step for private 
companies, as a brand new market is opened to them, the 
adjustments to law do not end there. The incoming operators 
will pay 18% tax for commercial gaming and the six different 
types of licenses on offer will cost between SEK 400,000 and  
SEK 700,000. 

To be approved for a license, the two essential criteria 
include being “suitable to operate the business” and having  



the “knowledge, experience and organisation required  
to operate the business.”

It is, however, the new legislation surrounding bonuses 
which may cause the biggest issue for operators. 

Lotteriinspektionen announced that within the new license 
system, each player will be regarded as a new player. It does 
not matter, for example, if you played at a casino while it  
was registered in Malta. The new legislation even goes as  
far as only allowing for welcome bonuses.

The regulator said it was important to set legislation  
this way so that players’ health is protected. 

It said: “That bonus offers attract players with difficulty  
in continuing their gambling and maintaining gambling  
in a way that is considered unhealthy is very problematic. 

“For this reason, the right to offer bonuses should  
be limited. 

“However, a total ban can be considered far-reaching  
and disproportionate.”

Upon announcement of these conditions, online gaming 
operators feared this would spark a trend of players quickly 
moving from one website to another. While it is currently 
difficult to predict how this trend will play out, supplier 
NetEnt believes it will be down to each organisation to 
improve and develop loyalty in new ways.

Anna Romboli, Chief Communications Officer at NetEnt,  
said: “I think we will see an increased importance in brand 
building and even stronger need for differentiation in 
the marketplace.

“We already see a lot of great examples from operators  
to build brand loyalty among their players and to create 
long-lasting relationships with players that are not based  
on bonuses and this is something that we welcome.”

Mark Knighton, CEO at Obsidian Consultancy, 
representatives of operator Mr Green (MRG), reinforces  
this belief. He said: “Once all the operators are on a level 
playing field, your product offering, customer service,  
player protection tools and your creative marketing team  
will come into their own.”

Romboli feels it is the smaller brands that will face 
problems with player movement; a thought that is now 
echoing across the Swedish market. She said the approaching 
changes will affect revenue but “we expect smaller 
competitors to face challenges.” 

 Operator Betsson agrees the biggest hit will be felt by  
the smaller businesses; they depend on “making aggressive 
bonus offers.” 

Peter Zäll, Chief Strategy Officer at Betsson Group, said: 
“From our end, we will ensure that we keep improving our 
products to ensure that they are top-notch.

“Of course, operators will look into how they can tweak 
their marketing and sponsorship activities to attract new 
and/or returning customers.” 

The tweaks do not end there; operators and suppliers  
may find themselves adjusting details right up until their 
January launch. 

Romboli said: “Not all details of the technical specifications 
have been clarified by authorities.

 “I think we are all racing against the clock in this process.”
Knighton says most operators have spent a great deal of 

time on those requirements, referencing “ongoing questions” 
regarding new regulations in marketing and affiliates. 

Despite seeking further clarification, NetEnt is aiming  
for a quick start in Sweden.    

Romboli said: “Our ambition is to be live from day one 
in Sweden and we work closely with our customers to  
ensure as high channelisation as possible from the start  
in January.”  

With January in its sights, NetEnt is looking forward to 
launching games with customers Svenska Spel and ATG,  
two brands Romboli describes as “really strong.” 

In August, Sweden’s gaming authority began to accept 
applications for licenses to operate in the new market; 22 
were received on the first day. One business to receive early 
approval was horseracing operator AB Trav och Galopp (ATG). 
ATG entered into a deal with NetEnt in early October. 

As applicants shout for joy upon approval of their licenses,  
an argument formed on the idea that state-owned Svenka 
Spel will be sitting with an unfair advantage on 1 January 
2019. Svenka Spel will retain the monopoly on casinos, 
gaming machines and traditional lotteries. On top of that, 
it will be permitted to apply for any license in the industry, 
including online gaming. 

In Betsson's view, it wants to see the market opened in 
fair manner to all involved and stresses the importance that 
Svenka Spel’s other brands do not negate this. 

Zäll said: “We believe it is important for the industry and 
the new regulated market that Svenska Spel’s sports and 
casino entity will not get unfair advantages from other parts  
of Svenska Spel, like Lotto and Triss.

“It would be very unfortunate if Svenska Spel, for example, 
can benefit from sponsorships, an IT-platform, retail presence 
and other overhead, that is financed from other brands like 
Lotto and Triss. 

“The best way to get a fair playing field is for Svenska Spel’s 
sports and casino entity to be completely separated with a 
different name other than Svenska Spel, running their own 
company, that would be on equal terms.”

Svenksa Spel has denied its current position and plans  
to split into three parts will leave it with an unfair advantage  
in the new market. 

The state operator’s success is not guaranteed, especially 
when recent figures are factored in, says Knighton. 

He said: “My personal opinion is I would actually  
say Svenska Spel has something to worry about come  
1 January 2019, as reflected again in the first two quarter  
results showing again a loss in its market share. 

 “Players will undoubtedly play lottery on one operator, 
sports betting on another and casino on another, so again  
it comes down to product offering, customer service and  
how you market.” 

“We believe it is important 
for the industry and the new 

regulated market that Svenska 
Spel’s sports and casino entity 
will not get unfair advantages 

from other parts of Svenska 
Spel, like Lotto and Triss,”  

- Peter Zäll, Betsson



 feature

Industry experts help Tim Poole examine just how much affiliates are to blame 
for the UK’s current clamour for increased gambling advertising regulation

A storm is coming.
That’s what Gambling Commission Programme Director  

Ian Angus said would happen if the standard of UK gambling  
advertising fails to improve.

While plenty has been said about the volume of advertisements 
within the UK, it’s the quality of adverts – and an alleged lack 
of responsibility within them – that prompted the Gambling 
Commission’s most recent warning.

Chief among Angus’ concerns were misleading practices  
from operators and adverts appealing to under-18s.

It was an example of affiliate marketing, however, that the 
Programme Director branded "some of the most appalling 'adverts'  
I have ever seen.” Examples of these were not specified – perhaps  
by design, to keep the industry firmly on its toes.

But the point stands, all the same, and raises one  
important question: just how much are affiliates to blame  
for the current situation?

Gavin Moore, Head of Traffic & Brand at Better Collective,  
admits there are “disappointing” examples of what companies  
will do for “a quick payday.”

He does, though, believe such cases are becoming increasingly  
rare as a result of previous Gambling Commission warnings.

Moore tells Trafficology: “Yes, of course individual examples of 
bad practice shed poor light on the whole industry. It’s always 
disappointing to see what some affiliates and operators are  
prepared to do for a quick payday. 

“But, diving more into the affiliate side, these cases are getting  
fewer and further between as those affiliates are being actively  
wiped out by operators, who will cull all affiliates they can’t fully  
trust with the advertising of their brands.

“This is clearly a healthy side effect of what the Gambling 
Commission was out to achieve with the fines being handed out  
and, in my opinion, the industry is in far better shape for it now.”

Brian Morris, Head of Betting at the Racing Post, agrees bad 
practice is becoming increasingly rare. He stresses the biggest 
issues stemmed from affiliates previously viewing themselves  
as “completely separate” from betting partners.

“There have been some examples of affiliates who viewed 
themselves as completely separate to their partner betting 
companies and didn’t respect the responsibility they had in  
terms of regulation or compliance, as long as they could generate 
revenue,” Morris explains to Trafficology.

“Thankfully, these examples are very rare now, and the affiliate 
managers at betting companies deserve a lot of credit in this regard,  
as they have worked closer with their key affiliates and removed  
those who refused to comply.”

As Morris suggests, compliance should be a “cornerstone”  
of an affiliate’s approach. Without it, there can be no notion of  
long-term success.

He says: “Advertising compliance should be a cornerstone  
of every affiliate’s strategy. 

“There have been numerous examples of the major betting 
companies refusing to work with affiliates when there is even the 
slightest chance they may be pushing the line on what is acceptable.

“The bottom line is successful affiliates in the short, medium  
and long term will fully adhere to all guidelines and principles laid  
out by regulatory bodies and their partner betting companies.”

Any Gambling Commission warnings today can, in some 
ways, be considered overdue consequences of a lack of due  
care in the past.

UK advertising problem: 
Are affiliates to blame?
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GAVIN MOORE

Moore believes more focus is now placed on compliance “than ever  
before,” with affiliate campaigns that “were not checked to the level 
of detail they are now” prompting the sizeable fines of years gone by.

Like Morris, he anticipates a “comply or die” mentality will shape  
the industry in the long run.

“This shift towards focusing on compliance is, in my opinion, only  
a good thing,” the Better Collective Head of Traffic & Brand remarks.

“The truth is it’s now higher on the agenda of operators, an affiliate’s 
most important business partner, so any serious affiliate who is in it for 
the long run must comply or die.

“If you become a liability for your partner, you can’t consider yourself 
a good affiliate. If you’re not a good affiliate, I would imagine you won’t 
last long in the serious affiliate programs from top operators.”

This analysis backs up recent comments from Remote Gambling 
Association CEO Clive Hawkswood, who insisted “any suggestion the 
industry has been ignoring the ‘warning signs’ is very wide of the mark.”

Perhaps the storm can be avoided, after all.
Certainly, it seems the majority of affiliates have heeded past 

warnings. For them, Angus’ latest comments should serve only as a 
reminder – and perhaps a message to anyone hoping the compliance 
discussion is merely a temporary distraction.

It is a different story for operators, Morris argues.
He says: “It seems the current focus on the volume of advertising 

is largely related to TV advertising, where affiliates would have 
a limited presence, and potentially sponsorship, where again 
affiliates would be very small relative to the betting companies.

“It is incumbent on betting companies to work with regulators  
to find a solution that is sustainable in the medium term.

“With regards to affiliates, it is probably fair to say they have 
lagged behind operators in terms of wider advertising standards, 
but that is no longer the case.

“The Gambling Commission has made it clear major betting 
companies are responsible for the regulation of the affiliates they 
partner with, and this responsibility has led to an overdue increase  
in the advertising standards applied by affiliates.”

Similarly, Moore is confident affiliates have responded to new 
requirements, often undergoing “time-consuming” processes to do so.

He explains: “Again, I’d say we and the affiliates across the UK in 
general have actively got content, ads and policies in order, up to  

the newly-required standards to support operators in their efforts  
to be fully compliant.

“These are defined in many different ways by many different 
operators, which will have been a reactive, time-consuming task  
for many affiliates out there.”

Despite its arduous nature, there appears to be a simple formula: 
greater advertising compliance benefits operators, affiliates  

and consumers alike – and should, in turn, reduce the threat  
of regulation.

Yet, if the Gambling Commission is to clamp down further, 
affiliates who rely on traditional forms of advertising are sure  
to feel the pressure.

“It is obviously difficult to speculate what level of regulation 
may or may not be implemented in future, but it seems likely the 
strongest affiliates will be those who provide a service or content 
that can generate traffic as a standalone product,” Morris explains.

“These affiliates will also have the advantage of being able to 
generate new sign-ups outside what may be viewed as traditional 
advertising. 

"Those affiliates who only exist to drive traffic to a sign-up  
page may find themselves under increased pressure.”

Moore, too, acknowledges there will be ramifications for affiliates; 
something he feels will harm the wider gambling industry.

He adds: “Clearly, increased regulation would have a negative 
effect on affiliates, who aggregate so much great, marketing-worthy 
data from operators.

“This data helps empower users with a full market overview,  
so they have the information required to make the most informed 
choice for their online betting experience.”

So have affiliates done enough to ward off tighter measures?
Moore remains hopeful: “First and foremost, if that were to 

happen, the word ‘advertising’ in this sense will need to be very,  
very well defined indeed. 

“I mentioned before the industry is in much better shape after 
recent actions, so it would be beyond disappointing to see more 
extreme regulations coming in to play without taking stock of  
where we are now.

“But I have faith it won’t come to that.” 

“There have been some examples of 
affiliates who viewed themselves 
as completely separate to their 
partner betting companies and 

didn’t respect the responsibility 
they had in terms of regulation  
or compliance” – Brian Morris

brian MORris
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mansion

It has been an eventful year, with regulatory changes 
concerning online gambling across a number of countries. 
With a shift towards tighter regulation, gaming companies 
are facing an increasingly rigorous and localised global 
regulatory environment. More complex management is 
now required to ensure technical and licensing compliance 
of the latest regulations.  

The main challenge for operators is how to comply with  
these regulations with minimal impact.

Affiliates are increasingly scrutinised by regulators keen 
to control the more opportunistic advertising practices, with 
online gaming operators being held accountable in some 
cases as a direct result of their advertising partners. These 
enhanced regulatory requirements in the UK have made a 
number of operators reconsider using affiliates as part of their 
marketing strategy. Consequently, several of them have made 
the decision to close their affiliate programmes.

MansionAffiliates believe affiliates should be an integral 
part of any marketing strategy. We strive to work with our 
affiliates to give them the tools and support needed to 
succeed while meeting industry standards. 

In August this year, MansionAffiliates partnered up with 
Rightlander in a bid to improve affiliate compliance and 
enhance our overall responsible marketing strategy. We 
see the value affiliates bring to our own business and, as 
Head of Performance Acquisition, I believe in giving affiliates 
the finest opportunities to maximise layer conversion and 
retention rates. Working with affiliates is a two-way street – 
we work together as a team to ensure affiliates remain 

David Gourary, MansionAffi liates’ Head of Performance 
Acquisition, discusses advertising compliance and emphasises 

why every operator should use affi liate marketing
compliant and in turn we offer them the best tools to 
promote us.

We will soon be using Bannerflow to make banner 
building, management and scheduling a much simpler 
process. It allows affiliates to have both control and flexibility 
over their on-site banners and make real-time updates while 
optimising campaigns by using heatmaps and A/B testing. 

Transparency and trust are key to a successful partnership. 
It is important for both affiliates and operators to understand 
a constantly-evolving regulatory landscape, learn from recent 
enforcement actions and evaluate appropriate marketing 
practices in the regions they target.

With gaming companies providing millions of players 
worldwide with the option to enjoy a wealth of quality 
games without ever setting foot in a land-based venue, 
the importance of fair and safe gaming, quality products 
and exceptional game choice is essential. Subsequently, 
operators are now working with a number of different 
game providers to enhance their offering. 

“Transparency and trust are 
key to a successful partnership. 

It is important for both 
affiliates and operators to 

understand a constantly 
evolving regulatory landscape, 
learn from recent enforcement 

actions and evaluate 
appropriate marketing practices 

in the regions they target.”

Why affi liates are integral 
to any marketing strategy



income access

What have been the most significant developments  
in affiliate marketing in recent years?
There have been a couple of key developments. One of them is 
consolidation, especially in the US, but also in Europe. You see 
the big affiliates are buying smaller affiliates, and it’s changed 
from the time I started, where affiliates were generally smaller 
businesses with one or two people. The stereotype was that 
these businesses were run from basements, but it wasn’t always 
that. Companies like Better Collective and Catena Media have 
marketing teams that are equivalent to the operators’ marketing 
teams. Affiliates are now more experienced and really know what 
they’re doing with their traffic. In some ways, they have more 
sophisticated marketing techniques than some of the operators.

There have also been regulatory changes in the UK and Europe, 
with GDPR, but regulation has really been a positive thing. 
Affiliates have to be legitimate and accountable for what they  
do, and that gives everyone more confidence in affiliates, so  
I think that’s been a really good development. It creates some  
pain for some people, because they have to do a lot of 
compliance work, but it makes it a much cleaner industry.  
When I started, it was much more loose. 
 
Does that mean there are perhaps fewer mistakes being 
made in the industry now?
Affiliates are more accountable, and before, there couldn’t be as 
much moderating, so things like erroneous content could be out 
there. Operators are accountable for that themselves, so they’re 
creating teams who make sure everything that is said about  
their brand is in line with advertising standards, especially in  
the UK, but also in the US. There is much less room for any sort  
of content that is wrong.

Erica Anderson, Director of Marketing at Income Access, discusses the 
evolving affiliate marketing landscape and opportunities in the US market

Affiliates are now 
 like operators

What was your background before you began  
working for Income Access?
I’ve been at Income Access for over 10 years, so my 
background has really been at Income Access. I started  
as an Affiliate Manager and I’ve worked with many  
different verticals. I moved up to be the team leader,  
and then I was the head of the team, but I’ve also worked  
a lot with our design teams and communication teams. 

I moved into this role as Director of Marketing about a  
year ago. That combined both my experience as an Affiliate 
Manager and understanding how we position ourselves  
in the marketplace. We’re working a lot in the US. We work  
a lot with US lotteries and in New Jersey, so I work directly  
with the teams that manage that. 

“Companies like Better 
Collective and Catena Media 

have marketing teams that are 
equivalent to the operators’ 

marketing teams”



coming from. Three, we work really closely with affiliates, 
guiding them through regulations. In the US, there are  
issues like needing an ancillary license to partner with a  
land-based casino, so we work with them on things like that.  
A lot of it is about education.

With consolidation, a lot of affiliates have compliance 
teams to monitor activities, and they’re looking for tools  
to help them monitor activities, so they’re working with  
us and with other third-party tools as well.

How can you overcome issues like personalising and 
engaging with content outside sports betting, as opposed 
to simply offering clicks to bonuses for online casino?
A lot of affiliates focus on different game types, and things like 
game reviews can help with that. Building a community is also 
important; that’s something that is very important for a game  
like poker, where players can have the opportunity to interact. 

Before UIGEA, there were a lot of US affiliates in those 
verticals that were doing casino and poker. A lot of that 
paused with the change in the market. I had a conversation 
with an affiliate yesterday, who said a lot of people in the US 
don’t understand the affiliate connection versus the operator 
connection, because the market is just not as savvy as others. 
The affiliate then receives questions as though they are the 
operator, whereas in the UK, things like review sites have 
been around for a long time, so it’s about educating the 
market and focusing on communities.

How do you see affiliate marketing evolving  
over the next few years?
I think there will still be a lot of consolidation and I think  
there will be new players. The performance-based marketing 
model will continue to grow, because it’s more profitable.  
There is still going to be a lot of education in the new markets. 
Africa is a huge market for affiliate marketing. There are a  
lot of Nigerian sportsbooks and it is predominantly mobile  
in Africa. These new markets will continue to open up and  
they have had to learn from what the UK has done and are 
starting afresh. 

It’s changed across 10 years, but the fundamentals of 
marketing are still there and it’s still the same types of 
models and marketing techniques. People are just using 
different channels. 

Affiliates also know the value of their traffic, so they do 
demand high CPAs. They understand the value of the players, 
particularly in the US. Operators are willing to pay these  
CPAs, because the value of the players is there and you can 
really see the ROI. Terms and conditions have now been 
tightened to cover more; things like lifetime revenue share. 
Before, clients had to pay out for players for 10 years and 
players that affiliates weren’t doing anything with anymore.

How do you see affiliate marketing developing  
in the US over the next few years?
A lot of affiliates have been waiting for the US to open up, 
especially for sportsbook, because they’ve had the traffic. 
They’re able to target specifically, and affiliate marketing is 
based on performance, as opposed to traditional media where 
you pay an agency for hundreds of thousands of impressions, 
which isn’t guaranteed to convert to anything. With affiliates, 
their players are already down the conversion line. People 
are wanting to know more about casino and sports, and 
they’re actually looking to educate those players. There is 
a lot of potential in the US. I think it’s just a learning curve 
for the land-based operators to understand how they can 
use affiliates, because it’s not something they’re necessarily 
familiar with. There is still a bit of a taboo as a result of UIGEA, 
but there is still so much opportunity in the US.

For us, it’s a big growth area. Many of our clients are  
talking about their Pennsylvania licenses. Many people are 
talking about launching a sportsbook, so affiliates will be an  
important part of that. It will be different for the sportsbooks 
especially, because there will be a lot of competition, and  
the big sports-based content affiliates like ESPN will come  
in. It’s still developing, but as more states open up, I think  
we will see more states adopt a model similar to New Jersey 
with regards to licensing.

A lot of people are talking about gambling advertising 
regulation in the UK at the moment, and we’re set to see  
a gambling advertising ban in Italy. How can Income 
Access help affiliates work around potential regulatory 
issues like that?
There are three things. One, we’re partnering with tools  
like Rightlander, which helps affiliates monitor their content. 
Two, our software allows people to see where traffic is 

“I had a conversation with  
an affiliate yesterday, who  
said a lot of people in the  
US don’t understand the 

affiliate connection versus 
the operator connection, 

because the market is just  
not as savvy as others”
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interwetten

Tackling affiliate regulation
 Interwetten Affiliate Manager Rene Hartl tells Trafficology  

about the challenges facing affiliate marketing divisions
platforms are relatively new, after all, we are still in a learning phase.  
It’s certainly a great advantage to easily and quickly reach a wide group 
of people. The affiliate partners who mostly or exclusively concern 
themselves with social media always keep the pages up to date with 
fresh content to remain interesting for the existing followers as well  
as to win over new ones. Then there is the laborious maintenance of  
the website, which is not the partner's responsibility. It is often very 
difficult technically, not to mention the whole SEO issue.   

What do you see as being the main challenges for operators  
and their affiliate marketing divisions in the coming years?
The biggest challenge is the differing regulations and laws of 
particular countries. Some countries are already committed to 
licenses; the conditions being clear for all of us in these cases.  
Others are in the process of legally regulating gambling. In these 
cases, however, how these countries address gambling advertising 
is not clear yet and can change anytime. It is necessary, therefore, 
to adjust the marketing activities in view of the particular legal 
requirement. That’s a task for our partners. 

How has this changed from when the affiliate market  
began operating?
Affiliate marketing has become much more professional in the field  
of online gaming. It was maybe enough to put out daily content a 
couple of years ago. You need a whole team from content managers  
to SEO experts to be successful these days.
 
With this in mind, what do you think the affiliate market  
will look like in five years’ time?
The same rule applies for the provider as well as for the affiliate 
partners. To remain on the map in the age of SEO, you constantly  
have to come up with and develop new ideas. That, however, is  
the exciting challenge. It’s definitely not going to be boring. 

How important is it for affiliates to have a clear personality  
and interact with consumers, as opposed to simply providing  
links to operator sites?
Unlike traditional online marketing, which rather consists of finding the 
right context for advertising material, affiliate marketing is more about 
reacting to the needs of the customer. Of course, the affiliate partner 
plays an important role, as they already allow the customers to have a 
first overview of the offer by the various providers. Having said that, it’s 
crucial for us that our partners always keep their information regarding 
our bonus offers, list of products or ways of making deposits up to date. 
The users will then decide whether our offer is appealing to them and if 
they can find exactly what they are looking for. These are the initial steps 
of a registration before the first deposits. At the end of the day, that’s 
how the affiliate partner and us both profit from this collaboration. 

Are there any operators or affiliates you believe are  
particularly successful with social media?
The importance of social media platforms is still growing. However, it’s 
difficult at the moment in our field to really utilise these platforms, due 
to various restrictions on Facebook, Twitter etc. There are partners who 
primarily focus on these platforms, whereas others see them only as 
extensions of their web presence. As for us, we now have the right 
variety of partners, being both advertised on social media and as part  
of traditional affiliate online marketing. 

How do you think the market has adapted in this area?  
How has social media changed the ways in which affiliates  
market themselves?
I think marketing on social media has generally gone through 
significant changes; not only in the field of gaming. Given these 

 "The biggest challenge is 
the differing regulations 
and laws of particular 

countries. Some countries 
are already committed 
to licenses. Others are 

in the process of legally 
regulating gambling."



ACTIVEWIN

Affiliates have responsibility
Daniel Brookes, Compliance Manager at digital marketing company 
ActiveWin, discusses the importance of affiliates protecting players

To counter and prevent excessive betting, sites offer time limits, 
betting amount limits and self-exclusion programmes. Affiliates  
should pay careful attention not to reach out to players who have  
self-excluded via SMS, email or any other kind of communication.

It is important to recognise the symptoms of problem gaming  
and consider the alternate indications besides the losses of money. 
While this is usually the most common problem with gambling 
addiction, there are other psychological effects that need to be 
considered; staying indoors for extended periods of time, the ability  
to easily apply for extended lines of credit online, possible loss of  
a job for gambling online in the office, seeking pleasure through 
gambling online and the alienation of friends and family. 

A flooding of underage players can be found in the influx of 
problem gamblers. It’s no secret that youngsters have been attracted  
to a variety of online games like Candy Crush and Fortnite and will 
spend money to ‘upgrade’ accounts to improve their performance. 

Verification of identity must be a mandatory step within a  
registration process to ensure every single player is of the legal age. 
Heavy emphasis of no underage users (18 or 21) should always be 
explicit online, through the implementation of a strict registration 
procedure and a prominent inclusion of signs/symbols. 

The gambling industry holds a responsibility to ensure its players  
are engaging in a safe and secure environment, particularly when it 
comes to the protection of vulnerable customers. That is why we  
adhere to the sentiments of Responsible Gambling Week. 

Gambling is and always should be considered a leisure activity. 
However, in an age where online gaming has never been easier 
to access, there has never been a more critical time to stress the 
importance behind responsible gaming, and affiliates can play  
their part.

Responsible Gambling Week, which ran from 1-7 November  
2018, is the industry-wide initiative to focus efforts on stemming  
the tide on the growing issue of gambling addiction. 

Here at ActiveWin, we have our own in-house compliance team,  
who monitor our products and messages, to ensure we always 
present a suitable and responsible tone of voice. This includes:

• Ensuring images don’t appeal to children
• Enforcing self-exclusion policies
• Clear terms and conditions on offers
• Messages should include the term 18+ 
• Avoid ads that glamorise gambling or encourage
chasing losses
• Monitoring player activity
• Contacting players when excessive time and money 
is spent online to offer help
• Avoid promoting offers that include games featuring 
cartoon characters 
Alongside these industry regulations are mandatory advertising 

codes which address the promotion of gambling offers and products. 
Any ad for gambling services must act in accordance to the LCCP 
code of practice, which prevents adverts from appealing to juveniles 
or players chasing losses. 

Players now have a much more accessible route towards online 
gambling through smartphones, tablets and laptops, alongside factors 
like 4G, which has led to an influx of new online players every day.  
The industry has proportionally revolutionised the world of gambling.

This ease of use has led many to lose self-control or restraint and 
instead, they have come to abuse the amount of time they spend 
online gaming. These players are categorised as ‘vulnerable  
players’ and while operators should always try to prevent a user from 
reaching this stage, it is part of their obligations to offer support and 
advice to these individuals.

“It is important to recognise 
the symptoms of problem 
gaming and consider the 

alternate indications besides 
the losses of money”



Event preview

80 different countries take over the Mediterranean cluster  
of islands for three days. Importantly, over 2,500 affiliates  
are expected to attend.

Malta’s attraction to the gaming industry has entered  
new ground in 2018. In a speech given at the 73rd Session  
of the General Assembly of the United Nations, Maltese Prime 
Minister Joseph Muscat labelled the country a “Blockchain 
Island,” celebrating the fact Malta is the first jurisdiction  
in the world to regulate a technology that “previously  
existed in a legal vacuum.” Having embraced blockchain  
so wholeheartedly, there appears to be no limit to Malta’s  
digital ambitions as a nation. 

It is no exaggeration to suggest the list of gaming  
companies who call the island nation home is far too  

If you work in the gambling sector, there are few better  
places to be in late November than Malta – and not just  
because temperatures can still hit as high as the 20s, but  
also because one of the industry’s biggest events takes place  
this November in Malta; SiGMA returns for its fifth instalment.

In 2017, Malta’s biggest hotels were fully booked ahead  
of the conference – a far cry from the inaugural SiGMA,  
which was attended by 1,000 people. Although this was  
still impressive for a debut year, a record 7,800 attended  
last time out, with the show described as an “assault on  
the senses.”

SiGMA has become a global brand within the  
gaming sector and this year’s edition will see more than  
12,500 attendees, 400 sponsors and 200 speakers from  

SiGMA - Event preview
28-30 November, Malta Fairs & Conventions Centre



long to go through one by one. In fact, according to SiGMA,  
it holds over 300 gaming companies and counting, 450 licenses 
and counting and a workforce of more than 10,000.

With an established lure over gambling firms, the market  
in Malta is seemingly adding new bells and whistles to its 
offerings every week – all of which will be ringing loud and  
clear at SiGMA. First and foremost, SiGMA is well supported 
from a regulatory perspective, with the event working in 
collaboration with the Maltese government, the Maltese 
Gaming Authority, Gaming Malta, GamCrowd, the KPMG 
eSummit, the BiG Foundation, the Malta Community  
Chest Fund and several more.

Key points planned for the event include a daily fantasy  
sports workshop, a talk from BlockChip on its pairing of  
AI and Blockchain, discussions on regulations from WH  
Partners, and the iGaming Academy, which will be on  
hand to demonstrate how to train online gaming talent.

Networking events are scattered throughout the  
conference and the expo floor opens at 9am every day 
for a chance to meet industry experts and see product 
developments. Drinks and dinners begin when the floor  
closes at 6pm. Affiliate and operator dinners take place  
on all three nights, as do B2B meetings. 

Elsewhere, the CryptoCruise sets sail on the last day of  
the conference and presents a networking opportunity for 
anyone looking at the future of cryptocurrencies. The cruise  
leads onto the final event: the closing party, the largest  
gaming party Malta will host this year (and there’s  
been a few).

What about affiliates?
So far, you might be wondering what SiGMA has to offer  
affiliates specifically – apart from a few nourishing meals after  
a busy stall-filled day of networking. Fear not, however, as 
SiGMA boasts an impressive list of affiliate-related speakers.

The line-up includes Richard Vikström, Founder of Internet 
Vikings, Matthew Scott, CEO of Navada Group, Filip Łysikowski, 
Head of Marketing at MaxTraffic, Adekunle Adeniji, Founder & 
CEO of 9jawin, Kaspar Szymanski, SEO Consultant & Co-founder 
at Search Brothers and many, many more.

A specific block of events is also dedicated solely  
to affiliates and CMOs, scheduled for 2pm-6pm on day two  
and kicking off with a welcome note and talk on SEO brand 
protection from Vikström. Following this is a discussion on 
humanism in technology, before a seminar on web push 
notifications. Emerging markets are discussed next (Asia- 
Pacific, Africa and the US), preceding a session on affiliates  
in regulated markets.

Omni-channel loyalty follows on the agenda, along with  
SEO trends to watch out for in 2019, interaction with players  
and punters, Google manual penalties and the wonderfully 
titled “$900,000 domain name.”  The stellar selection of affiliate-
related events concludes with a live coaching panel, billed as  
a “very rare opportunity” to have your site analysed by some  
of the industry’s most successful affiliates and SEO experts.

Other highlights sure to appeal to all sections of the  
industry are SiGMA’s unique and dynamic Careers Convention  
and Startup Pitch. The Careers Convention will open its doors  
to graduates and IT developers investigating a new career in  
the online gaming sector. This takes place on 30 November, 
SiGMA’s last day, and aims to aid recruitment in Malta. There  
will undoubtedly be recruitment opportunities for those  
visiting the Mediterranean nation, though, not just the 
companies residing on Maltese shores.

Discussing the event, SiGMA’s Founder and CEO Eman  
Pulis said: “It is well known that recruitment remains one  
of the trickiest aspects, often leaving developers in short  

supply and an increasing number of graduates looking to  
form part of the gaming industry. This is where SiGMA can 
provide an excellent platform on Maltese shores.”

For any affiliate looking to attract new talent, this is the 
place for its HR operatives and executives to be. The Careers 
Convention aims to welcome graduates from a number of 
different industries – so anyone looking to recruit externally 
may find plenty of value here.

Meanwhile, SiGMA Startup Pitch returns for the third year 
running. This event bears resemblance to G2E’s Innovation 
Incubator, encouraging young start-ups to pitch in front of  
an audience and gain valuable exposure. Finalists will win  
a space on the expo floor, as well as invites to networking  
events – along with the plaudits of the conference, no doubt.

Considering its track record, it is clear SiGMA has much 
in store for affiliates this November. With a vast range of 
conferences and seminars aimed at the whole gambling 

industry, every attendee is sure to benefit in one way or  
another. But, taking the affiliate-specific content into 
consideration, there’s plenty to be gained for those  
looking to gear up their SEO, marketing and technology  
tools, in particular.

For the chance to grow your affiliate brand while meeting  
with an array of the industry’s biggest names – all before the 
calendar year is up – SiGMA is your best bet. 

Networking events are scattered 
throughout the conference and the 

expo floor opens at 9am every day for a 
chance to meet industry experts and see 

product developments



willem van oort

been appreciated by everybody. They come back  
every year – so it must be for a reason!

How did you end up moving to Barcelona?
My wife is from Barcelona and I moved there 18  
years ago. It was not difficult to convince me.

Has the Podemos Party in Spain presented any  
tangible evidence for its claims that gambling  
advertising causes ‘serious problems?’
No, they have not. I don’t think that’s the strongest point  
of a politician. There is a lot of advertising; there’s no  
doubt about this. But there’s a lot of advertising for cars  
and insurance products. They’ve not backed up their  
claims; it was a political statement.

Since the proposals, there has been an update.  
There was already a Royal Decree pending approval  
by parliament that already restricts some of the  
gambling advertisement. That Royal Decree was  
never signed off because there were two government  
changes in the past two years. That policy already  
does a lot of things the Podemos party is saying,  
just not as abrupt and extreme.

Willem van Oort, Founder of Gaming in Holland, speaks to Tim Poole  
about the latest regulatory developments in Spain and the “mild chaos”  
holding the Dutch industry back

The way forward in Spain 
and the Netherlands

You founded the B2B site Gaming in Holland; can  
you tell us a little bit about that and the success  
you’ve enjoyed since?
Gaming in Holland is the first platform for the whole  
gambling industry in the Netherlands. We work with 
the land-based operators, some of the lottery operators 
and we look at all the changes for the future, which  
includes remote gaming. We’ve published a magazine,  
we have a website and we publish a weekly newsletter 
that is very well read. We also have an annual event in  
summer; the Gaming in Holland Conference. Through  
that, we create an exchange of information, knowledge 
and networking between the industry and all the other 
stakeholders, such as the ministry, the regulators etc.

How would you say the communication is between 
regulators and the industry in the Netherlands?
It’s improved, but I think there are other channels of 
communication we’ve contributed to. This is especially  
the case when it comes to new legislation, such as for  
remote gaming or some of the new rules that impact  
land-based gaming, we’ve created a further dialogue  
between the industry and regulators and I think that’s  



input. I think it’s a much healthier way forward. The  
Royal Decree is the way forward, no doubt.

How would you describe the state of gaming  
regulation in the Netherlands in general?
I would say it’s mild chaos. There are a lot of initiatives  
and there’s very little progress. The political agenda  
is not clear. 

We have been looking at remote gaming  
being regulated for between seven and 10 years,  
depending on who you speak to. It’s again stuck in  
the Senate; there will be a new round of questions.  
So that’s completely stuck. For a law that was already  
signed off by parliament two years ago, that’s not good  
for the market. It’s also not good for the consumers  
or even the tax office. But there seem to be other  
political forces at stake here.

What did you make of Jan Suyver’s comments about 
the lack of political action in the Netherlands after 
his departure from the Kansspelautoriteit (the Dutch 
regulatory authority) and subsequent retirement? 
For Jan Suyver to say this – he’s a very eloquent, patient,  
quiet human being – it was a significant statement. He  
gave a speech in The Hague and I was there. I’ve never 
seen him so direct and irritated. He was really upset.

I would encourage Suyver’s successor (René Jansen)  
to take a fresh approach and look at the frustration of  
his predecessor. He needs to make sure he doesn’t end  
up in the same situation.

In terms of the future of gaming regulation in  
the Netherlands, do you see any progress in the  
next few years?
Apart from remote gaming legislation, there’s also  
the modernisation of the casino regime. That mainly  
paves the way for the privatisation of old casinos.  
That’s also being delayed.

Maybe over the next two to three years, there will  
be progress. For a law that was passed two years ago,  
I think that is very poor. 

For the privatisation of casinos, there were some political 
hurdles and they should be resolved. But the remote gaming 
legislation is, as Jan Suyver said, embarrassing. 

I think it will be quite a while before the remote  
gaming law happens because of this delay. Maybe in  
two years, but I honestly don’t know when it will happen. 

The minister highlighted in a speech that we should focus 
on that and that a complete prohibition is not useful for 
anybody. We all hope that’s the way it will go.

In terms of the ban that was previously proposed by 
the Podemos Party, how much credence is there to the 
argument that it will send users to the illegal sector?
It’s not so easy for .com operators to advertise in the Spanish 
market. You still need to go through some trouble to find  
it, but sure. I think, beyond that, if you speak about problem 
gambling and creating harm for people, most gamblers 
will find their way to gambling websites anyway, regardless 
of whether it’s a .com site or a licensed site, so not having 
advertising doesn’t solve anything. On top of this, we’re in 
the middle of a new license application period. It would be 
unfair for the government to say, on one hand, come and get  
a license and, on the other side, not giving these companies 
the opportunity to offer their services in the Spanish market. 
If you have a license and zero customers, how else are you 
going to get them?

Do you think that will put operators off applying  
for a Spanish license?
Maybe. I haven’t spoken to many people about it yet,  
but maybe. I definitely think there are a few people that  
will scratch their head and think: "How will we be able to  
deliver what we were projecting to do?"

We have to see what happened with prohibition in  
the context whereby the remote gaming market finally 
showed some good numbers and we were in the middle  
of the license period. The tax had been reduced from  
25% to 20% as part of the 2019 budget. So an advertising  
ban in a market that is still growing just doesn’t make  
sense. There surely must be other measures that achieve  
what Podemos wanted to achieve. 

The Podemos Party have no majority and are not  
governing. I think if the industry focuses on implementing  
the Royal Decree, then it should all be fine.

Do you think the Royal Decree has a good balance?
Absolutely. This is also something that went into  
consultation twice already, so the industry, other 
stakeholders and care organisations have made their  

“It would be unfair for the 
government to say, on one hand, 
come and get a license and, on 
the other side, not giving these 

companies the opportunity  
to offer their services in the 

Spanish market”



At 18bet, we are quite lucky to work with affiliate partners that  
vary in so many different aspects. Here are some of the tips, tricks 
and habits we look to give our affiliate partners.

BELIEVE IN THE PRODUCT  
Now this doesn’t mean we are looking to be worshipped. There is  
no need to bring out the tablets or anything of the sort. We simply 
want, and love, when someone is passionate or at least intrigued 
by what we offer and in turn what they can offer to their audience. 

A business mindset is great and pursuing top earnings is the 
go-to method for a lot of affiliates. However, we have found great 
success when interests align and we form a meaningful and 
authentic relationship with our partners. 

GIVE ALL THE FACTS; EVEN THE DRAWBACKS 
Our affiliate partners have noticed how strongly an unbiased 
opinion influences those first time visitors. When you open a  
page looking for reviews and you are met with the good, the bad 
and the ugly displayed in plain view, it gives a direct message of 
transparency. Make your pros and cons tables concise. 

Detailing similar drawbacks in services is always a fan favourite, 
and readers are left with the impression you have delved into the 
finer workings of the market and understand the pace at which  
it’s progressing.  

Make sure all your comparisons are displayed clear without  
clutter and most importantly “mobile friendly.” All site content, 
comparison tables especially, should be able to display on  
mobile devices with ease to accommodate the screen-stricken 
modern person. 

PITFALLS IN PROMOTING
We all know affiliate marketing is a great way to earn income.  
Once you’ve vetted the right audience and know the general 
trends, you are ready to target and get the product out there. 

While promoting can come naturally to those who know when  
to pull back and when interest is at its peak, some affiliates may 
find themselves haphazardly looking to get that quick buck  
while making some of these common mistakes in promoting: 

Developing a keen edge
18bet.com

Ethan Brunso from 18bet gives his tips for successful affiliate practice

• Going full speed and aggressively mailing your followers
requesting to try the new product you are promoting.
• Promoting a product or service within irrelevant groups 
and forums.
• Making it a habit to message your user groups daily, 
or even hours apart. 
• Not looking to capitalise on the right momentum for a 
product and missing out on audience growth. Examples 
include seasonal events, holidays etc. 
• Not researching your target audience for a new service 
or product you want to push.
• Failing to make sure all relevant information is given about 
any product or service that people are currently trying, no 
matter how tedious it might seem.
• Not keeping up or paying attention to your social media
presence.
• Underestimating the time and effort it takes to build 
a strong affiliate structure, giving up in the beginning of
becoming an affiliate partner. 

USING ACCESSIBLE AND LOW MAINTENANCE TOOLS  
IN YOUR MARKETING
One of the better sides of affiliate marketing is the availability 
of low cost tools that can be used to reach your audience.  
These can be mass mailers like MailChimp or even just the basics  
like Google AdWords that let you analyse various traffic on your  
site. A favourite feature for a lot of our affiliate partners is the 
website pop-up tools giving surveys, or taking suggestions from 
your visitors and audience to better improve the way you ship  
out your content. 

When all is said and done, every approach can be different 
between affiliates and their partnered brands. With the few  
tips above, we know you can make your journey a little easier  
and even more profitable. Seasoned affiliate partners still stick  
to guidelines they have started out with; the reason being that 
success speaks for itself. 

“When you open a page 
looking for reviews and you 

are met with the good, the bad 
and the ugly displayed in plain 
view, it gives a direct message 

of transparency”
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Ihre Consulting COO Claire Wellard 
tells Trafficology about her new 
consultancy, iGaming XL, advice to 
industry newcomers, dance moves, 
lions, dogs and more

PLAY HARD

What can iGaming XL 
do for the affiliate market   

 that it is currently missing?
Four years in affiliate management and working for eight 
years at Ihre Consulting has opened many doors and created 
many connections within the industry. People are always 
looking for assistance on all areas of their business, whether 
they are affiliates, media agencies, casinos, software providers 
or anything in between. I see an opportunity to bridge this 
gap and provide an agency which will be able to either service 
the gaps in the client’s business, or pull in a trusted third party 
who will be able to bridge that gap. This is where iGamingXL 
comes in. We will be able to assist you in any areas of your 
business where you need support or additional attention, 
on either a short or long-term basis. 

What are your targets for the business for 
the next few years?
I have achieved a lot in my career, but I have so much more 
to give the industry. Launching my own business gives me 
the opportunity to continue servicing the Ihre Consulting 
Affiliate Network as well as numerous other companies 
within the affiliate side of the industry.  The affiliate business
is where I have the most expertise, but that has also given 
me opportunities and experience in other areas of the online 
gaming business which I am keen to develop. For iGamingXL, 
we will be looking more into the opportunities within the US 
market as well as servicing the clients we already have on board. 
I am also very excited to start looking into other ventures 
which I hope Trafficology will be the first to hear about in 
early 2019 – watch this space!

What is the best piece of advice you could give to 
anyone starting out in the gambling affiliate industry?
I love this industry. I consider myself almost one of the vets 
after 12 years.  But I do believe it is like marmite – you either 
love it or hate it. Those who love it stay for years and excel, 
but those who don’t love it leave pretty quickly. If you are 
new, you need to work hard and play hard. Learn as much as 
you can from your peers and don’t be afraid to ask questions 
or admit when you don’t know something. Honesty builds 
credibility and people will trust you.  I was always one of the 
last in the bar with the clients at night, but always one of the 
first back at work. Work hard and you will be rewarded. 

If you could only pick one song to play on a jukebox, 
what would it be?
If it’s a jukebox I would imagine I am in a bar with friends having 
some drinks and would pick something like Sex on Fire by Kings 
of Leon or We Will Rock You by Queen.  

What is the best dance move you can pull off?
I always dance to my own rhythm and like no one is watching, 
but I do a mean YMCA!

Who would you want to play you in a film about your life?
One of my favourite actresses is Sandra Bullock. I think she 
has played so many different roles in her career and my life 
has been a rollercoaster, so I think she would perfectly portray 
me, hopefully with some of the fun and comedy of her 
personality shining through.

What is the best film or TV series you have seen recently?
I haven’t had much time to get into any new TV series lately, 
but I’m on the lookout for something good to watch – feel free 
to send me recommendations! I re-watched The Rock recently 
which is awesome. I am also a sucker for a chick flick and the 
Bad Moms films crack me up every single time. 

Would you rather look after one pet lion or 15 pet dogs?
Raising two children is like trying to tame a lion, so I think 
I’ll pick the 15 pet dogs! 
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